
Janusz A. Ostrowski

THE LOWER STRULIESNICA VALLEY DURING THE ROMAN PERIOD'
AND IN THE LATE ANTIQUITY *

Polish-Bulgarian surface and trial investigations in south-western 
Bulgaria, on the lower StrumeSnica (the ancient Doberus') allow us to 

make a preliminary estimation of the distribution and character of set
tlement in this area in ancient times, and consequently enable the role 
played by the river valley in ancient times to be specified. These in
vestigations have confirmed the previous hypotheses of numerous scholars2 
as to the importance of one of the three natural routes running along 
the parallel of latitude, and connecting the valley of the Axius (now 
Vardor) with the valley of the Strymon (now Struma)3.

Complex investigations on the territory bounded on west by the Bul- 
garian-Yugoslavi8n frontier, on the south by the northern slopes of the 
Belasica Mts. (the Bulgarian-Greek frontier runs along the peaks), on 
the east by the Struma valley and on the north by the southern slopes 
of the OgraSden - a practically unknown area constituting ipso facto a 
"terra incognita" in Bulgarian archaeology - introduce many essential 
elements into the problems connected with the history of this region 
from prehistoric times up to the period of Turkish rule. The conclusions 
which may so far be drawn from the investigations are still very gener
al, though of sufficient importance to- deserve a short rdsumd, although 
only a preliminary exploration of the area has been made.

Eefore the results of the investigations on the settlement from the 
Roman and. Late Antiquity periods are presented, mention should be made 
of two problems of a more general nature which in the author's opinion 
are of basic significance for later considerations.

The first problem is connected with the conditions of surface in
vestigations on so peculiar a terrain. Systematic search was greatly im
peded by the occurrence of various geomorphological forms, from mountain 
ravines, gorges and slopes to the wide flat riverside areas of the flood- 
-plain terrace of the StrumeSnica (which has probably changed its bed 
many times, as evidenced by a short remark of A.Milgev about the dif
ferent course of the river 30 years ago4). In addition, the vegetation 
covering particular areas (thick bushes in mountain areas, many fields

Originalveröffentlichung in: The lower Strumešnica valley in prehistoric, ancient and early medieval 
times, Kraków 1983, S. 75-91
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of tobacco and maize) increased the difficulty. Again, the geomorpho- 
logical diversity and cultivation of land are connected with the problem 
of soil erosion, particularly strong in the mountain areas, both on the 
slopes of the Ogragden and on the Eelasica. Especially in the latter - 
where alluvial cones are clearly visible to the south of the road run
ning from the village of Belasica to Gabrene - it should be remembered 
that archaeological materials may slip down from the higher pai'ts of 
the slope and ceramic fragments may shift, occasioning 8 false picture 
of the distribution of sites. Neither should the interference of man 
both in the past and in the present be forgotten. A.MilSev, in the art
icle cited, writes explicity that in the nineteenth and twentieth cent
uries the activity of man in the region of the Koguh mountain and in 
the forks of the Struma snd the StrumeSnica almost totally destroyed 
the surface remains of an ancient town situated on the slop and at the 
foot of the mountain (stones dug out by the local people served to build 
an Orthodox church in the town of Petrifc and a church in the village of 
Muletarovo, not to mention many'houses in this'village adorned by the 
owners with fragments of stone and terracotta architectonicsl decora
tions found in the ancient town)^. The present activities connected with 

the cultivation of land, the plantation of large vineyards (bulldozers 
are used, among other things, for this purpose), the construction of 
roads, irrigation canals and artificial water reservoirs, and the de
velopment of villages, have conducted to the shifting or destruction of 
materials (although, on the other hend, as a result the relics hidden 
in the lower strata are unearthed). Still another form of human activi
ty should be brought to notice, the predatory "piratical" excavations 
frequently leading to the destruction of the site and the confusion of 
culture layers. These are problems which should be taken into account 

_in surface investigations; sites recorded must be thoroughly verified 
and conclusions drswn extremely carefully.

The second, separate problem of a general nature is that of dating 
the ceramics found in this area. During the surface investigations re
latively little ancient material which can be doted with certainty was 
found (except in some parts of the settlement "KoSuh" ‘in Muletarovo which 
will be described later). Since there have hitherto been no systematic 
investigations of the StrumeSnica valley and indeed of whole of Mace
donia, i.e.'the Bulgarian, Yugoslavian and Greek parts, many problems 
connected with potteries in this region are still awaiting explanation, 
including the typology of vessels, structure of clay, application of 
various admixtures, and also the mutual correlation between local and 
imported wares. However, even a perfunctory examination of the ceramic 
material shown that the forms elaborated in ancient times and similar
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methods of production of vessels are encountered over a very long pe
riod of time, even in the late Middle Ages (this also refers to most 
of the building ceramics - brick and roof-tiles). This traditionalism, 
imposing earlier models on local craftsmen, makes dating much more dif
ficult, the more so since most sites are multi-cultural and the mater
ial found on them is-very similar. Numerous uncharacteristic fragments, 
mainly small pieces of bellies, do not provide much information help
ful in dating. Since the material may hove shifted, other types of re* 
lies collected from the surface (fragments of terracotta figurines, 
pieces bf glass, metal artefacts, coins) do not constitute - in the 
author's opinion - a reliable criterion for the dating of the site.

Doubtless, much more can be said about a given site after trial ex
cavations have been carried out. However, in many instances man's activ
ity has caused the displacement of culture layers and the total destruc
tion of the site in so far as it makes a full and reliable stratigraphy 
of the trench impossible. This happened in the case of a site on the 
peak of DSonkov Vrflh in the KoSuh Mountain (investigations of K.Cialo- 
wicz), or on the Ajdarica site in the village of Mitino (investigations 
of J.Ostrowski). The relics encountered there permit us to infer only 
the continuity of settlement in this area from the Hellenistic period 
up to the Middle Ages, but do not enable us to establish the precise 
chronology or phases of development of the buildings discovered on the 
sites. Other trial excavations (e.g. the Kamenarka site in the "Koguh" 
complex in the village of Muletarovo - investigations of J.Sliwa) prov
ide almost no material that is characteristic or can be confidently dat
ed, and besides this, the upper layers have probably been displaced. The 
situation is clearer in the case of trial excavations of tumuli which 
date from the Hellenistic period (the Tofilica site in the village of 
Mitino - investigations of M.Grpbska, ‘the Grdka Cuka site in the village 
of Javornica - investigations of W.Kic), and so.do not throw much light 
on the period which is the main subject of the present paper.

Considering these reservations and the fact that in many cases ceram
ics con be only generally dated to the "ancient" period, i.e. from the 
second half of the 6th century B.C. up to the 6th century A.D., it is 
difficult to give a precise and comprehensive characterization of set
tlement in this area in the Roman and Late Antique periods, since top 
many unknown factors remain to be explained. For this resson the present 
paper con only be an initial attempt to solve the problem, an attempt 
which until systematic excavations are carried out in this region, nr.y 
prove to be incomplete and not very accurate.

In the area included in the surface investigations, out of a tct.-l 
number of several hundred sites, 120 sites were identified (excluding
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the "Ko2uh” complex in Muletarovo) where material dating to the ancient 
period occurred (Fig.1). Out of this number 63 sites were situated to 
the north and 57 to the south of the river StrumeSnica, so the "nothern" 
site's are slightly predominant. Of these 120 sites 15 were singled out 
where the occurrence of graves was established or information w’as re
ceived that graves had been found in a particular Iregioir (naturally, 
in the latter case, we cannot be certain whether the burials came from 
the ancient period). 11 out of these 15-sites, and so a decided majority, 
were situated north of the river: Imaneto (No. 3 on the map) and CereS- 
kite (No.4) in the village Baskalci; ElatiSSe II (No.19) and Bflrdoto 
(No.21) in Gega; Belevicata (No.23) in the village GorCevo; Prisak (No. 
24), RinCinovo (No.25) and Popin Dol (No.27) in the village Dolene; 
Virovete (No. 40) in the village ZoiSene; Subelo II (No.67) in the vil
lage KukurahXevo; and Azmaka (No.110) in the villagp CuriSene. Four sit-^ 
ea are situated south of the StrumeSnica: Grobeto (No.36) in the village 
Drangovo; Breste (No.50) in the village Klju5; the site "south of Gro- 
biSSeto" (No/58) in the village Kolarovo; GohSeto (No. 98) in the vil
lage Samuilovo. Numerous tumuli (mainly from the pre-Roman period), most 
of which are situated north of the river, have not been included among 
the sites with graves.

The graves discovered differ in size, from 140 cm in length (GohCeto, 
No.98) up to 220 cm (Grobeto, No.36) and from 55 cm to 90 cm in'width.
In many cases (as we were informed by the villagers) the walls and bot
tom of the graves were faced with terracotta slabs or large-size roof
ing tiles. Large flat stones with traces of smoothing, 160-170 cm long 
and 70-90 cm wide, frequently served to cover the graves (the Breste 
site, No.50). According to our informants, clay pots were found in many 
graves no longer existing, but we have no definite data on to their ap
pearance and shape.

It was established that there are 29 sites containing only ancient 
ceramics (both utility and building ceramics), i.e. 25% of the total 
number of sites; 22 are situated in the north and 7 in the south. There 
are 8 sites containing only Roman ceramics: 6 in the north (Prisak No.
24 and Aida No.26 in the village Dolene; Kostinavec No.-30 and Kiselica 

No.35 in the village Dolna Ribnica; Skaleto No. 43 in the village Kavra- 
kirovo; Gramadite No 62 in the village Kfirnalovo) and 2 in the south 
(Sivica No.10 in the village Gabrene; RemeSnica N0.51 in the village 
Klju5). Only Late Antique ceramics were found in 15 sites: 10 in the 
north (Imaneto No.3 in the village Baskalci; ElatiSCe II No.19 and Efir- 
doto No.21 in the vil'lage Gega; innominate site No.34 in the village 
Dolna Ribnica; "300 m to NNE of Laglovo" No.64 and Maslinica No.66 in 
the village Kfirnalovo; Zulkata No.69 in the village Mendovo; Cepanica
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No. 74 in the village Mihnevo; SiSkovec No.-85 in the village Pravo Bar- 
do; Valoga Mo. 37 in the village PSrvomai), and 5 in the south (Kara- 
ende-Kara§ No. 46 in the village Xamena; innominate site No. 95 and 
Srenica No. 99 where the village Samuilovo and Kolarovo meet; Tuhlarski 
Kooperarnik No. 99 in the village Samuilovo; Luskovica No. 118 in the 
village Javornica). Five sites contained Roman and "ancient" ceramics: 
three in the north (CereSkite No. 4 in the village Baskalci; Goliomata 
Niva II No. 9 in the village BoroviSene; Singurica No. 109 in the vil
lage Stargevo) and two in the south (Cukata No. 56 in the village Kola
rovo; Livadite No. 100 in the village Samuilovo). There is also one si
te (in the north) which has yielded Roman, Late Antique and "ancient" 
ceramics (Eukovec No. 32 in the village Dolna Ribnica). Apart from these, 
there are 8 sites containing ceramics from the Late Iron Age, attribut
ed by Bulgarian archaeologists to the pre-Roman phase of the ancient pe
riod, partly coinciding with the Hellenistic epoch. Of these 8 sites,
6 are situated in the north (Starata Niva No. 5 in the village Baskalci; 
Belvite II No. 17; Ruovica No. 18; Cukata No. 20 - all three in the vil
lage Gega; RinSinovo No. 25 in the village Dolene; Sarenata COrkva No.
31 in the village Dolna Ribnica) and two in the south (Grobeto No. 36 
in the village Drangovo; Boigev Blok, Grflka Cuka No. 114 in the village 
Javornica)^.

On the remaining 91 sites relics from the ancient period period oc
cur together with either earlier material (prehistoric - 3 sites), or 
later (88 sites with ceramics from the late Middle Ages and from the 
period of Turkish rule).

Cn 9 sites, out of the total number of 120, finds other than ceramics 
were collected during the surface investigations. Undoubtedly the most 
important were coins. They were found on the Pulovo Mogila No. 112 site 
in the village CuriCene (AE, ob. MAKEAONftN, rv. a shield, 185-146 B.C.), 
in the village ZoiSene (AE,^ob. a bust in left profile, legend on the 
rim ANASTASIVS PPAV, rv. follis of Anastasius I 491-518 A. from

CON

the mint in Constantinople), and on the Ajdarica No. 71 site in the vil
lage Mitino (AE, oh. the standing figure of a woman with letters VIC 
AVG, rv. three signs militoria and legend COHCRPRAETPHILIP from the mint 
in Philippopolis from the turn of the 1st century B.C.). One of the 
coins come from the Hellenistic period, one from the Roman, and one is 
late antique.

There were some other finds: a fragment of a cult figurine of a horse 
and II stone weights (the Gfllflbovata Cesma No. 53 site in the village . 
K1jug), clay weights (GradiSgeto No. 97 ou the border between the Vil
lages Samuilovo and Kolarovo, and on the Livadite No. IOC site in the 

Samuilovo), two fragments of stone bas-reliefs: a slab repre-



senting Artemis-Bendis (measuring 34.4 by 27.2 cm) from the 3re or 4th 
century A.D. on the Gerkovec No. 101 site in the village Samuilovo, and 
a very badly preserved relief representing a naked man (?) holding ur 
his arms (measuring 33.5 by 22 cm) on the Keov Hid No. 78 site in the 
village Mihnevo.

During the surface investigations the remains were found of an ap
parently Roman or even Late Antique villa rustics (the Debeligge No. 59 
site in the village Kolorcvo), evidenced by fragments of stone walls 
bound with mortar (only a small section is visible), and also by a marb
le capital found bear by. which may come from the 5th or 6th century 
A.D., but it is difficult to establish precisely when it was node since 
it is in very bad condition. Little can be said about the remains of a, 
building with apses discovered on the area of the village Eifcnik (the 
Grader,a Niva No. 90 site), measuring 39 m (along the SW-NE axis) by 20 m, 
with walls about 1.35 m in thickness. Perhaps these are the remains of 
a medieval Orthodox church (as on the site CSrkva ir. the village Mitino), 
although they may also be remains from the early Christian period, since 
the ceramics encountered here have been indentified as ancient.

Trial excavations at several points in both eastern and the western 
parts of the StrumeSnica valley yielded' numerous data as far as earlier 
epochs are concerned. Trial excavations in the village Kuletarovo in 
the "KoZuh" complex (the Kamensrka site investigated by J.Sliwa, and 
the DSonkov VrSh site investigated by K.Cialowicz), and in the village 
Mitino on the Ajdarica No. 71 site (investigated by J.Ostrowski) were 
connected with the Roman and Lete Antique periods. Since the first two 
belong to the "Ko5uh" complex, they will be discussed later.

Trial excavation;on the Ajdarica No. 71 site led to the discovery of 
the remains of a villa rustics (?) or some other domestic building which 
had been standing at least from the 1st century A.D. (ceramic fragments 
and a piece of a voluted lamp) until the 6th century A.D. (coins)”7. The 

building hed a drainage system - a sewer 36 cm wide and 25 cm deep, pav
ed with slate tiles, was discovered dug in the rock. Another conduit, 
parallel to the first and made of terracota pipes 18.5 cm ir. diameter, 
was laid in a rock ditch. The walls of the building about 1 m thick, ' 
consisted of two layers: an outer 0.55 m thick (stones with seme bricks 
bound with mortar), and Bn inner 0.45 ® thick (stones bound with cloy). 
The walls of the building were covered with paintings, as evidenced by 
the discovery of several hundred small fragments cf polychrome plaster 
(the fragments preserved measure from 1.5 by 2.0 cm up to 15 by 2C cm).
In colour, the plaster is cream with black and red stripes, blackish- 
brown, red, and dark blue with narrow red stripes (0.5-0.7 cm wide). 
Exploration of the trial trench yielded rich and diverse materials.

81
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Homan pottery is represented inter alio by fragments of thin- and 
thick-walled vessels made of well prepared washed clay and covered with 
red and brown glaze', also by the-fragment of the voluted lamp already 
mentioned (the arms and part of the discus). Among the Late antique ce
ramics three main groups may be distinguished:

1) thin-walled and medium-thick, turned, clay with a small smount of 
fine-grained admixture. Surface rough, hard snd red. Often a grey core 
occurs;

2) medium-thick walls., turned, washed clay. Surface soft, smooth and 
red in colour;

3) medium-thick and thick-walled, turned, clay with a small"amount 
of fine-grained admixtures. Surface rough, hard, brown and grey in co- 
1 our.

There also occur fragments of vessels made of well prepared washed, 
soft clay, cream in colour, whose surface is Covered with numerous smell 
grooves, as well as grey ceramics. Considerable quantities of thick wall 
medieval ceramics were found, including many moulded or turned fragments.

The late antique ceramics included an oil-lamp with one wick, broad 
arms decorated with three rows of small bosses, with a convex discus and 
vertical filled handle, dated to the 3rd or 4th century A.D. The orna
ment of granules is characteristic of Balkan workshops in that period.

Undoubtedly the most important group of finds discovered on the Aj- 
darica site is a collection of 63 coins dated to the period from the 
4th century A.D. to the reign of Justin II (565-578),. Among them there 
is a gold solidus of Justin II minted in Constantinople in 5'9 A.D., and 
a gold tremissus of Justin II, also from the mint in Constantinople.
The discovery of the coins enables us to establish the probable date of 
the destruction of the building in the second half of the 6th century 
4.D., which must have been connected with the Slav invasion of the ter
ritories of Thrace and Macedonia.

A bas-relief representing the fagaae of a temple (?) with a pendant 
garland between two antae (the cornice of a stela?) was also discovered, 
as well as a small fragment of a similar relief. A slab with a Greek 
inscription was also found: [...] <M>A?KOY DICNYCIOY [...] (very badly 
preserved), and a small piece of marble with the letters: [...] TH [...] .

The finds also include several pieces of nails and iron hooks, as 
well as several hundred small glass fragments (many rims and handles).

The material discovered on the Ajdorice site bears witness to the 
rank of the buiding, which flourished from the 4th to the 6th century 
A.D. Unfortunately, in the Middle Ages (from the-9th to the ’1 century?) 
a cemetery was founded here, causing the destruction of culture layers 
kthe activities of the inhabitants of the surrounding villages had the



same effect when they made predatory excavations end - as we have'been 
informed - pulled down the walls standing on the surface of the ground). 
In the course of exploration a grave 165 cm long, maximum width 70 cm, 
and 13,7 cm deep, in which lay the skeleton of a woman, was found hewn 
in the rock. Among the vertebrae two bronze pendants were found, dated 
by M.Parczewski to the period of ninth-eleventh'centuriep A.D,®

The Ajdarica site and the adjacent Tofilica site where a Hellenistic 
grave was discovered, lie on the northern bank of the StrumeShice, op
posite the village Muletarovo situated to the SW of the KoSuh Mountain. 
On the southern, south-eastern, and south-western slopes of the eastern 
peak of this range, BSonkov Vrdh, and at the foot of it, are the remains 
of an ancient town which A.MilSev - following other investigators - 
identifies as the ancient Petra, the capital of a Thracian tribe of the 
Maidoi, destroyed in 181 B.C. by Philip V of Macedonia, as is mentionedQ
by Livy . On the other hand some archaeologists see this place the an
cient Orthopolis.

Regardless of which hypothesis is true (sc far, there have been no 
other premises than those which the Bulgarian archaeologists had at 
their disposal), it should be said that the town which once existed in 
this area must have played an important role both in the Hellenistic 
as well as the Roman and Late Antique periods. This is corroborated by 
the rich finds, mainly ceramics. Fragment of Megarian bowls, Roman ves
sels covered with red and brown varnish, and also pieces of Late Antique 
pottery were encountered (these last fall within the categories of the 
classification system used in the description of the Ajdarica site). 
Besides ceramics numerous bas-reliefs were discovered in this area (now 
stored in the museums of Petri5 and Sondanski) and architectonical de
tails - fragments of friezes, capitals, drums of columns, bases, some 
of which were reused by the inhabitants of Muletarovo. During surface 
investigations of the ancient town, several coins were found: Hellenist 
ic (AE, ob. Apollo's head, rv. an eagle on a dolphin?, Istrus, 4th or 
3rd century B.C.), Roman (AE, ob. illegible, rv. signs militaria, from 
the turn of the 1st century B.C.), and Late Antique (two coins AE, al
most illegible, most probably fbom the 4th century A.D.). Small frag-' 
ments of glass, and marble tiles bearing traces of working were also 
found.

The aim of the Polish-Bulgarian team was to identify and locate the 
sites surrounding the ancient town, to establish their hypothetical ex
tent and chronology, snd also to single out from among the recorded 
sites settlements situated in the immediate vicinity of the town. A to
tal area of about 16 sq.km was explored, bordered on the south by the 
river StrumeSnica, on the east by the Struma, on the north-west by a

83
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group of hills, the Kolibarski Rid, and on .the west by a modern road 
running from Retri5 to Slagoevgrad. In the course of the exploration 
pf this area, greatly diversified in respect to its geomorphoic.r ■ as 
well as vegetation, 36 sites were recorded situated mainly to the south, 
south-west, west, and north-west of the town. Within the sites we suc
ceeded in identifying at least four settlements referred to as "A", "B", 
"C", and "D", of which the largest es settlements "A” (hypothetical 
size t,5 km-by 0.8 km), situated farthest to the west of the town (Fig. 
2), The settlements yielded basically homogeneous ceramics and the 
smallish gaps in the occurrence of material between the sites within 
one settlement ma be explained by farming and building activity in the 
area. On the other hand, the considerable scantiness or total absence 
of material between the borders of the identified settlements confirms 
our hypothesis. The sites grouped to the east and south-east of the vil
lages KSrnalovo and StarSevo may constitute two more settlements "E” 
and "F" (Fig.2). They are, however, rather far from the boundaries of 
the ancient town, and have been artificially separated from the other 
settlements (a road was built here which may have destroyed archaeolog
ical materials confirming the connection of these).

In the area occupied by these settlements, apart from e rich ceramic 
material (inter alia the Kamenarks or Vysoki Rid site in settlement "B" 
yielded a terracotta head from the Hellenistic period; numerous sites 
in settlements "A" and "B" yielded clay weights of looms), traces of 
walls have been indetified (the Cervenite Skaly site in settlement "C"; 
near the Kamenarka site in settlement "BM the shaft of a column can 
still be seen in situ), and in the area to the west of settlement "A", 
in the place known as Livarski Rid, a considerable amount of slag was 
encountered, probably the traces of metallurgic workshop in this place.

Trial trenches dug in the village Muletarovo and on the KoSuh Mt. 
were intended to establish the chronological contonuity of settlement 
in selected areas. The investigations of K.Cialowicz on the summit of 
DSor.kov VrSh in the KoSuh Mountain, revealed the remains of a building, 
not sc far identified. Fragments of walls were unearthed and a rich ce
ramic material from the pre-Kelienistic up to the early Middle Ages was 
found. The investigations of J.Sliwa on the Kamenarka site (settlement 
"B") disclosed fragments of ceramics, mainly Roman and Late Antique, 
a small piece of s terracotte figurine, and a bronze coir, minted in 
Thessalonica in the 2nd century B.C. (ob. the head of Janus, rv. two 
centaurs and an inscription OESSAAflN<IK>H<S> ). Unfortunately, we found 
that in both trenches culture layers had been destroyed and the material 
intermingled, and so a full stratigraphic picture of the trenches could 
not be obtained. The situation was similar in the case of the third
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trench on the Rupite site (investigations of I.Kulov) situated to the 
north-west of the KoSuh Mt.

It seems, however, that if systematic excavations in this area are 
undertaken, these preliminary findings could then be verified, and also 
the question of the name of the town could be definitively sol'ved and 
consequently the problems connected with the historical geography of 
this region could finally be explained (the problem of Parorbelia, es
tablishing whether the Belasica range is the same as the ancient range 
of Orbelus, the ancient name of the river StrumeSnica etc.).

The Polish-Bulgarian explorations in the whole of the Bulgarian part 
of the StrumeSnica valley constitute the first stage of large-scale in
vestigations. The fact that already in the first phase of investigations 
120 ancient sites were identified - the sites in the village Muletarovo 
should also be added to this number - points to the importance of the 
role played by the valley in ancient times. Although in the region ofi 
the KoSuh Mt. several settlements could be positively identified, in 
the remaining part of the valley -the problem is still unsolved. In some 
regions of the valley large clusters of sites occur (especially in the 
area of the villages Gega, Dolene, Pravo BSrdo, PSrvomai, KSrnalovo and 
StarCevo to the north of the river, and in the villages Gebrene, KljuS, 
Javornica, Samuilovo, Kolarovo, RSSdak and Drangovo to the south of it). 
The clusters may confirm the presence of larger settlements in this area. 
However, considering the problems advanced in the introductory part of 
this paper, we should refrain from offering a final solution of this 
question until systematic excavations based on the previous results have 
been made.

Notes

This paper has been written on the basis of materials elaborated by 
A.hsdomirski, I.Kulov and J.Ostrowski.

1_.

The question of the ancient name of the present StrumeSnica has not 
been definitvely solved, nor has the ancient geographic nomenclature 
of the whole region. In the present paper I have adopted the name Doberus 
following N.G.L.Hammond, A History of Macedonia. Vol. 1, Oxford,1972, 
pp. 198-203, map 17, although Pontos, another name of the river, also 
very often occurs.

2__
i.nese problems, inter alia, are dealt with by N.G.L.Hammond, A Kis- 

.tory..., pp. 198-203; id., Migrations and Invasions in Greece and Ad
jacent Areas. New Jersey 1976, pp. 29-33.'

3
The StrumeSnica valley is a middle road. To the north of it the road 

ran fro-j Stobi (now Gradsko)^ along the Bregalnica valley, through Stip
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and Pautalia (now Ejustencfil) to Serdica (now Sofia). The southern road, 
however, ran from Eidomene (now Gevgheli) across the southern sloped of 
the Belasica Mountains range, over the water sited Stena Dov Tepe and 
through the valley of the river Kumla it reached the lower Strymon. V.'e 
know that this road was used by Alexander the Great when in 335 B.C. he 
marched from Macedonia against the Agrians and Peonians, and also by 
Philip V when in T81 E.C. he marched out against the Maidoi. Along the 
southern road, on the other hand, the army of Xerxes marched marched 
during the invasion of Greece, and later Alexander the Great trod this 
road going to war against Persia.

^A.MilSev, ArheologiSeski razkopki i prougvar.ia w dolinata na sredne 
Struma, in: GodiSnik na Sofijskaja Universltet, Filosofsko-IstoriSeski 
FakuTtet, LIII, 1, 1959, p. 362.

^A.MilSev, ArheologiSeski razkopki..., pp. 363-378.

^Naturally, these are not all the Late Iron Age sit.es, but only those 
where ancient pottery occurs.

^It is interesting that during the excavations no prehistoric pottery 
was found, though the surface investigations produced ceramic fragments 
of this period. Cf. the paper of L.PerniSeva in this issue.

8Cf. the paper of M.Parozewski in this issue.

^Titus Livius, XL, 22,23. MilSev's interpretation is based on the 
philological studies of Kacarov and LeSev, published in 1949. (A.MilSev, 
ArheologiSeski razkopki...p.362, note 1p.363, note I). MilSev's bypo- 
thesis is shared by some Bulgarian authors (A.Fol, Traki.ja i Ealkanite 
orez rannoelenistigeskaja epoka. Sofia 1975, p. 70) On the dther hand 
some modern scholars IB.Gerov) see in this place the ruins of the an
cient Orthopolis. All these hypotheses, however are based on weak pro
mises, which might find confirmation in the course of 'future investiga
tions, but until there are no proofs other than a few inscriptions found 
at a considerable distance from KoSuh, this important problem should be 
approached more cautiously.

i



List of sites from the ancient period in the region 
of the Strume§nica valley

No. of site 
on map Village

}
No. of site 
within a vil

lage
Name of site'

2 OJ 4

i Easkalci (N) site 7' (Virovete)
2 ♦* 8 (Rfl?i§Seto)

3 It " 4 (Imaneto)
4 N «- 5 (Cere§kite)

5 II 10 (Starata Niva)
6 Eelasica (S) " 9 (Pandovica)

7 n " 12 (Platonik)
8 BoroviSene (N) " 15 (PetyrSe)

9 It " 12 (Goliamata Niya)
10 Gabrene (3) , (Sivica)
11 «• it j (Kulata)
12 *» " 5 (Dubrava)

13 w ” 6 (SoliSCeto)
M w " 11 (Cyrcarica)
15 It - 13 (Inikovioa)
16 Gega (N) " 1 (Delvite I)
17 If " 2 (Delvite II)
18 M " 3 (Ruovica)
19 ft " 5 (ElatiSSe II)'
20 It " 6 (Cukata)
21 N " 12 (BSrdoto)

22 .v ft " 13 (Rangel)
23 GorSevo (N) " 1 (Belevicata)
24 Dolene (N) K 2 (Prisak)
25 It " 5 (RinSinovo)
26 M " 6 (Alda)
27 n ' " 7 . (Popin' Dol)
28 Dolna KruSica (N) " 1 (Furnata)
29 It it " e (GradiSCe)
30 It It " 10 (Kostinavec)
31 Dolna Ribnica (N) * i (Sareneta Cfirkva)
32 H M " 3 (Eukovec)
33 *• M " 4 (Jumerica, Lozata)
34 It M ” 7 (name unknown)
35 •« It 8 (Kiselica, Valog)



1

36
37
3e
39
40
4!
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

2 4

Drangovo (S)

Drenovica (N) 
ZoiSene (N) 
Kavrakirovo (N)

Kamena (S)

Klu6 (S)

Kolarovo (S)

Kflrnalovo (N)

site 2 
» 3 

" 4
" 2 
« 2 

" 3
" 5
" 7
" 8 
" 1 

" 3
" 5
" i

" 9
" c

" 7
" i l 
" 18 

" .1 

" 4
" 7
" 8 
" 12 
" 13
" 14
" 1 

" 4
" 6 
" 8

(Grobeto)
(Cervenata Zemlo II)

v

(Cervenata Zemla I) 
(DerviS Bair)
(Virovete)
(Kostenkata)
(Ciganskata Mahala) 
(Skaleto)
(name unknown)
(TrSstikite) 
(Karaende-Kora§ I)
(Gerkovec)
(SE of Bczalflko)
(E of EozalGko)
(Ereste)
(Reme&nica)
(Mandreta II)
(GfilSbovats Cesma)
(Topeli?5e)
(Angelica)
(Cukata)
(Musovica I)
(S of Grobi§5eto)
(DebeliSSe)
(Lazarec)
(Usip)
(Gramedite)
(Podarkato)
(300 m NKE from I.agiovo

KukurahCevo (N)
n

Mendovo (N)
♦*

Mitino (£)
**

Mihnevo (N)
n

»»

H 13
14 

1
2
1
2 
1

3
3
4 
6

(-Berenice)
(Masiinice) 
(Subelo II)
(Groba)
(Zulkata)
(Grobovete)
(Ajdorica)
(T'ofilicu)
(Kopanarski Hid)
(Cepanica)
(Radaica)



90

1 2 3 4

76 Mihnevo IN) site 8 (Kostova Polsna)
'T’7 *i H Q (Levkov Briast)

73 Vt * i; (Keov Rid)

• 79 " " 15 (Trigornica)

Muletercvo (N) - 36 sites in all

8C Petri? (S) site ■ 1 9. (Tflrne Beir, Ciaur
Kalesi)

81 •1 ■ " 20- (Petri?ka Reka)

82 ft " 21 (Kozlak)

63 Pravo BSrdc (N) - 1 (Kuriloto)

84 ft t» It J (Ciflika)

85 •< ft " 4 (SiSkovec)

86 PSrvomai (N) ' " 1 (Ahmedov Eair)

87 It " 2 (Vologo)

88 •f " 3 (Duvanliata)

89 Ribnik (JJ) " 2 (Corla)

90 It " 3 (Gradena Niva)

9> RSSdak (S) " 2 (Eiaao Pavlovi KoSari)
92 It " 4 (Tumbite)

93 H " 5 (Kantcnski Most I)
94 n •" 6 (Kantonski Most II)
95 Samuilovo- 

-Kclorovo (S) " 4 (•name unknown)
96 •*

" 6 (Srenica)
97 H

" 8 (Gradi55eto)'
98 Sarauilbvc (S) " 4 (Gohfeto)
99 it

" 7 (Tuhlarski Kooperarnik)
100 It " 9 (Livedite)
101 It " 1C (Gerkovec)
102 Skrflt IS) " 1 (Belkovc, GfirSenice I)
103 it " 6 (Duksenica) .
104 . Star?evo (N) * 1 (Nad GrobiSSeto)
105 n " .2 (MoSu’ro, MeSalotc,

Marin Brest)
106 • " 9 (Zabranenoto).
107 ft ” 4 1Teftinka)
108 , " 9 (Ramnako)
109 .. , ^ (Singurica)
1 10 CuriSene (K) " 1 !Azmukf)

11 1 If " (Kuli?keta II!
112 H " 4 (Pulovo Mogila)



91

i 2 3 4

11 3 CuriSene (N) site 16 (K-jpni Oybici 5
114 Javorn.ica (S) 1 (EoiSev Elck;

H5 *» 2 (GrSko Cuka)

116 H " 3 (Panina)

117 *» ” 5 (JabSikite, Eubir.r:}
1 18 »t " 1C (LuSkcvica).

119 li " 1 1 'Parcelat ns Lcfer 
LzedZev;

120 n

i
" 20 ii’srceiot rs Ecrir

Hr is to v'

i

i


